OCEAN MATHS- SUMMER TERM
TIMES TABLES

Year 3

5 TIMES TABLES
Fishy Fives
Can you replace all numbers that are a multiple of five in this fishy challenge?
What you need: Nothing
How to play:
Step 1: Ask the children/child to start counting in steps of 1, but each time they say a multiple of 5, they need to replace the number
with ‘Fish’.

Step 2: Start counting from 1 as a class, for example you would say 1, 2, 3, 4, fish, 6, 7, 8, 9, fish.
Step 3: Continue the count in this way to at least 60 (12 x 5).
Step 4: Discuss what children notice about the numbers they are replacing with ‘fish’.
Step 5: Vary the game by passing the count along a line/around a circle, so that an individual child says each number, and then the
next child
in the line/circle says the next number etc.
Step 6: You can also make the game competitive by asking all children to
stand up. Begin counting, but if a child makes a mistake (e.g. they say fish when they shouldn’t, or they say add the multiple of 5 after
‘fish’, for example, 1, 2, 3, 4, fish, 5) they are ‘out’ and sit down. Which child can last the longest?

2 TIMES TABLES
Divided Twos!
Can you win this game of division bingo?
What you need: Mini whiteboards/pieces of paper.

How to play:
Step 1: On a mini whiteboard or piece of scrap paper, ask children to each write down six different ‘bingo’
numbers between 1 and 12.
Step 2: Call out any division question that is linked to the two times table.

Step 3: If children have the answer to the question on their whiteboard or
paper, they cross it off.
Step 4: Try to vary the language used, for example, you may say 20 divided
by 2 is…’ or ‘6 in groups of three is…’

Step 5: Once a child has crossed off all of their numbers, they should stand
up and shout ‘DIVIDED TWOS’ before the adult checks to make sure
that all of their numbers have been called.
Step 6: The child has to then explain to the group why they have been able
to cross at least three of their numbers.

4 TIMES TABLES
Terrible Twenty-Eight
Watch out for the number 28 in this ‘fact passing’ game!

What you need: Mini whiteboards.
How to play:
Step 1: Arrange children so that they are standing in a circle, with a mini whiteboard and pen at their feet. The adult leading the game should be part of the
circle. A child, chosen by the adult, starts by saying ‘0 x 4 = 0’
Step 2: The next child (in the direction chosen by the adult) says the next multiplication fact for the 4 times table (i.e. 1 x 4 = 4)
Step 3: Children continue passing the ‘count’ around the circle.
Step 4: If a child has to say ‘7 x 4 = 28’ then they are out, and have to sit down.
Step 5: The count then continues until it reaches ‘12 x 4 = 48’ and then it reverses back to 0 (i.e. the next player says ‘11 x 4 = 44’. Each time a player has
to say ‘7 x 4 = 28’ they sit down.

Step 6: Players who are sat down have to then predict (using their reasoning skills) on their mini whiteboard who will be the next player to be ‘out’.
Step 7: Two children ‘win’ the game, the last child standing, and the child who has got the most ‘predictions’ correct.
Step 8: You can change the ‘Terrible’ multiplication fact to focus on any
multiplication fact from the 4 times table that children are struggling to recall.

4 TIMES TABLES
Four Duel!
Let’s duel with the four times table!
What you need: a pack of playing cards for each pair of pupils.
How to play:
Step 1: Give each pair of children a pack of playing cards. Explain that in this game, an Ace is worth 1, a Jack is worth 11
and a Queen or King is worth 12. You can play this game at home with your child.

Step 2: Children take it in turns to turn over one of the cards. The children then race against each other to multiply the number
drawn by 4, announcing their answer by placing their hand on the card (in a similar style to when playing a snap based
game).
Step 3: If the child who is the first to put their hand on the card says the correct answer, they get to keep the card, if, however,
the say the incorrect answer (and their partner spots) their partner gets the card.

Step 4: Keep playing until there are no cards left in the draw pile. You may prefer to set a time limit (e.g. three minutes) per
round.
Step 5: The player with the most cards at the end of the round wins.

8 TIMES TABLES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6F5HNQeDUUg&list=PLB5TN0ac12P_4pUHVpS8uVw07NZCqwT0g&index=4
Eight Hold Up!
Can your pair hold up the answer to the question your teacher calls out first?
What you need: Medium digit cards 0-10 (create your own digit cards at home).
How to play:
Step 1: Give each pair two sets of medium 0-9 digit cards.
Step 2: Call out questions related to multiplication or division and the 8 times table.
Step 3: Children race to hold up the digit card(s) that form the answer.
Step 4: The first five pairs who answer correctly gain a point.

Step 5: Ask a child from a pair who has gained a point to justify and explain
their answer.
Step 6: Keep playing until one pair has gained six points.

3 TIMES TABLES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XzfQUXqiYY

Follow the link below to
watch some fun ways you can
practice times tables at
home:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_RBfrNAZEY&list=PLB5TN0ac12P_4pUHVpS8u
Vw07NZCqwT0g&index=6

